
I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2775-David was controlling the twenty clones to ght Lu an while
maintaining the

operation of the formation.

At this time, he also had to lament the power of a Heavenly Overlord.

Even if Lu an had just stepped into Heavenly Overlord Rank, he was not

somebody a partial Heavenly Overlord could handle.

If David had no Cloning, he would not be Lu an’s match even if he tried his best.

Twenty clones perfectly cooperating could not cause much harm to Lu an.

Perhaps only self-destruction could truly hurt Lu an’s foundation.

However, David knew that now was not the time.

The clone’s self-destruction was much more potent than any secret technique,

so it would de nitely affect Elora.

So, he could only do this after Elora’s reconstruction.

His job now was to delay until Elora’s reconstruction was completed.

The two sides fought for a while and achieved Lu an’s goal.

He had touched all twenty and con rmed that they were real.

He did not know that the twenty partial Heavenly Overlords were just clones of

David.

Now that his goal had been achieved, Lu an no longer held back.

He wanted these guys to know how terrifying a Heavenly Overlord’s true

strength was.

After his body withstood the tickling blow, Lu an grabbed one of David’s clones,

and his Heavenly Overlord’s strength surged.

Boom!

After exerting some force in his hands, he tore David’s clone in half.

“Ah!” Lu an looked up to the sky and roared.

It seemed that he wanted to vent the anger in his heart and tear everything in

front of him into pieces.

Just like Elora back then, a strong Overlord would not die under normal

circumstances even if their body was destroyed.

Although the body was gone, the soul could still continue to live.

It could even be restored under certain conditions.

However, Lu an would not give his opponent a chance.

He not only wanted to destroy the opponent’s body but also destroyed his soul

and completely killed the opponent who

dared to oppose him.

However, after tearing David’s clone apart, Lu an felt something was wrong.

The bloody and gory scene he imagined did not appear.

He looked at his hands blankly.

It was empty.

He had clearly caught one of them and tore him into pieces just now.

Where was the body?

Why did it disappear?

Lu an was stunned for a moment.

He could not wrap his head around this.

If it were a phantom, it would not have combat power.

Moreover, these people not only had offensive power but also were not weak in

strength.

These twenty partial Overlords alone were enough to sweep through the entire

Leila.

Only as a Heavenly Overlord could he withstand the attack of twenty partial

Heavenly Overlords.

Boom!

Lu an was at full strength as he knocked away the nineteen clones around him.

He did not pursue them, but instead, he looked at David and asked in a deep

voice, “Boy, what method did you use? Not only do these guys look and have

exactly the same energy as you, but they also have the attack power of a partial

Heavenly Overlord. However, they are not real entities.”

Lu an wasn’t the only one seeking the answer to this question; Sylvio and the

other three were equally eager to know.
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